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PARLIAMENT V MEDIA CRICKET MATCH 

Statement 

HON DARREN WEST (Agricultural — Parliamentary Secretary) [10.04 pm]: Very briefly, given that there 
is a little bit of time left: anyone who saw the seven o’clock ABC news this evening would have seen a rather 
glum-looking Jacob Kagi filing a report. I can let the house in on why Jacob was a little bit down in the dumps: 
Jacob Kagi is captain of the WA media cricket team, which was given a lesson in the sport by the WA Parliament 
cricket team last Friday. 

It was a great match. The press batted first and were reduced to four for 25 after some canny line-and-length 
bowling from Hon Matthew Swinbourn and others. We had the press on the back foot all the way through until, 
after some resistance from Gareth Parker from 6PR, they were demolished for 75, with the canny Dan Caddy 
coming on and cleaning up the tail. 

In reply, the member for Balcatta, David Michael, and the member for North West Central, Vince Catania, put the 
press bowlers to the sword and dispatched them all over the field, putting on an unbeaten 50-run stand before we 
showed some mercy, called off the poor old press bowlers and gave a couple of other batsmen a hit until we 
knocked up the runs in the ninth over. 

It was a great day down at James Oval, UWA. In my time playing for the Parliament over the five years I have 
been here, the press still holds the upper hand, three matches to two, but I think our turnaround this year holds us 
in good stead for future matches, and it was a great day out. 
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